1. Introduction. This paper traces a path from an elementary theorem of analysis to some problems of operations research, by way of some generalizations of matrix multiplication. Almost all the pieces of the path are elementary and well known. But different pieces are known to different people. The connection among the pieces seems new.
As we trace this path, known theorems will be labeled by capital letters (e.g., Theorem A) and new theorems by numbers (e.g., Theorem 1). We assume familiarity with basic linear algebra (e.g., Lancaster and Tismenetsky (1 985)) and basic probability theory (e.g., Breiman (1968) ), and we minimize measure-theoretic aspects not essential to grasping the meaning of statements.
For the reader who is already familiar with subadditive ergodic theory and products of random matrices, a reasonable place to continue reading would be $4.
2. Subadditivity and the subadditive ergodic theorem. P6lya and Szego (1976, p. 23, Ex. 1.3.98, p. 198) give the basic theorem of subadditivity. THEOREM A. Let ( a l , az, a3, . . . ] be a sequence of real numbers such that Then the sequence (a,/n, n = 1,2,3, . . . ] either converges to its lower bound y(a,] = infnzl a,/n or diverges properly to -w.
To appreciate Theorem A, suppose that the assumption (1) of subadditivity were replaced by the hypothesis of additivity: am+, = a, + a,, for m, n = 1, 2, . . . . By immediate induction, a, = nul or a,/n = a l for all n. In an additive sequence, the nth term a, is exactly proportional to n. Theorem A asserts that under the subadditive bound (1) on the growth of the sequence, if a,/n does not fall to -a, then, as in 70 JOEL E. COHEN the additive case, a,/n has a finite limit and the sequence (a,) is asymptotically proportional to n. Proof of Theorem A (P6lya and Szego (1976) ). Let y = infnal a,/n. If y = -m, there is nothing to prove. If y > -a, pick any & > 0 and find a fixed m such that a,/m < y + c. Define a. = 0. Since any integer n can be written n = qm + r with r an integer such that 0 5 r 5 m -1, subadditivity implies Hence y 5 a,/n S (qa, +ar)/n=qa,ln +ar/n Now let n m. Then qmln + 1, a,/n +0. Since c >0 was arbitrary, a,/n +y. Kingman (1968) (see also (1973) , (1976)) developed a far-reaching probabilistic application of this theorem. Let T (think of time) be the set of nonnegative integers. Let x be a family (x,,Is, t E T, s < t ) of random variables x,, which may be thought of as describing certain random events that occur after time s up to and including time t.
A subadditive process is defined as a family x such that (Sl) x,, SX,, +x,, for a l l s c t C U, s, t, uE T ;
All joint distributions of the shifted family x' = ( x , +~,~+ , Is, t E T, s c t 1 are the same as those of x = (xslls,t E T, s < t);
The expectation g, = E(x~,) exists and satisfies g, 2 -ct, for some finite constant c and every t 2 1.
The stationarity condition (S2) implies that, for any s < t, E(xst)= E(x,y+l,r+l), i.e., E(xSl)depends only on t -s. Hence E(x,,) = E(xo,,-,) = g, -,. Averaging (Sl) gives gu-sSg1-s+gu-l, s < t < u , or < gm+n=gm+gn, m , n z 1.
Since (S3) gives gl/t 2 -c, for all t E T, Theorem A implies limlt,gt/t exists and equals the finite number This is a major part, but not all, of Kingman's subadditive ergodic theorem. THEOREM B. Ifx is a subadditive process, then with probability one there exists a limitingfinite-valued random variable [=lim xol/t I t m which has a finite expectation, and
The additional point that we have not proved in Kingman's theorem is that ~ol/t converges to a finite but possibly random limit [ in almost every sample path of the process, not merely on the average. The finite average E([) of the limits of xor/tequals the limit y(x) of the averages g,/t. In many applications of the subadditive ergodic theorem, it can be proved that the limiting random variable is degenerate, i.e., takes only a single value with probability one. This value must be y(x), so in this case, lim xo,/t = y(x) almost surely. I?= 3. Products of random matrices. The subadditive ergodic theorem has remarkable implications for products of random matrices.
Let d be a fixed positive integer, 1< d < m. (Everything that follows is true, but trivial, for d = 1 as well.) Let Cdxd,Rdxd,R P d and R$2dbe the sets of d x d matrices over, respectively, the complex numbers, the real numbers, the nonnegative reals and the positive reals.
A matrix norm IlAII is a real-valued function of matrices A E Cdxdsuch that (Ml) llAll20 and llAll=O ifandonlyifA=O;
(M2) F o r a n y c~C , J J c A J J = J c J . J J A J J ; A much more important instance of the subadditive ergodic theorem follows from the trivial observation that (M4) implies log 11 ABll 5 log 11 A11 + log 11 BII . First consider the simplest possible application of this inequality.
Fix A E Cdxdand let x,, = log llA' -"1, s < t, s, t E T. The family x of degenerate random variables (xsl]constitutes a subadditive process with a degenerate limit random variable t = limIT,t-' log IIA' II, which equals almost surely y(x]= inKZl t-I log IIA' II = log infrsl llA'lll/' = log p(A), where p(A) is known as the spectral radius of A. The spectral radius is the maximum of the moduli of the eigenvalues of A and measures how fast, on the average, IIA' II grows asymptotically with each additional power of A. In 1960, even before there was any general subadditive ergodic theory, Furstenberg and Kesten discovered a very important generalization of the spectral radius of one matrix. They discovered that products of random matrices generated by a stationary process also have, under reasonable conditions, an asymptotic growth rate. This growth rate corresponds exactly to the logarithm of the spectral radius when all the random matrices degenerate to a single matrix. THEOREM C. Let Furstenberg and Kesten (1960) and Kingman (1973, pp. 891-892) Theorem D is a beautiful generalization of the Perron-Frobenius Theorem on positive matrices. Let A E Rd+Zd.Then A' corresponds to Po, for random matrix products. The Perron-Frobenius Theorem asserts that lirnftm t-I log (A'), exists, is independent of i, j, and equals log p(A).
The key quantity in Theorems C and D is y = y+., (A,), the asymptotic growth rate. If y > 0, then asymptotically llPolllgrows exponentially with t; if -a <y <0, 11 Pol 11 declines exponentially with t. The first information about the sign of y appeared in work of Furstenberg (1963) . A decade later, Kingman (1973, p. 897) wrote, in introducing a list of open problems: "Pride of place among the unsolved problems of subadditive ergodic theory must go to the calculation of the constant y (which in the presence of a zero-one law is the same as the limit [). In none of the applications described here is there an obvious mechanism for obtaining an exact numerical value, and indeed this usually seems to be a problem of some depth." It is reasonable to expect the computation of y to be at least as difficult as the computation of the spectral radius p(A) of a fixed matrix A. In general, p(A) can only be calculated numerically, but for some special cases of A, simple formulas are possible. For example, if A E Rd,zd and the sum of the elements in every row is the same and equal to c >0, then p(A) = c.
For products of random matrices, one simple case has been analyzed (Cohen and Newman (1984) ). Let (A,] be i.i.d. matrices from Rdxd in which all d 2 elements of each A, are i.i.d. normal random variables with mean 0 and variance 1. Then, in the sense of Theorem C, almost surely where \k is the digamma function.
In summary of this section, a limit theory describes the growth of subadditive functions of products of random matrices. These functions may pertain to overall matrix size (like the log of the matrix norm), as in Theorem C, to individual matrix elements, as in Theorem D, or to subtler aspects of matrix structure (like the log of the coefficient of ergodicity or convergence norm (Kingman (1976, p. 197) ) or the log of Birkhoff's contraction coefficient (Hajnal(1976) )). Sometimes the limiting growth rate can be computed explicitly.
Since the pioneering papers of Bellman (1954) and Furstenberg and Kesten (1960) , the theory of products of random matrices has developed enormously. The theory has found applications in number theory, ergodic theory, statistics, computer science, statistical physics, quantum mechanics, ecology and demography. A recent expository collection (Cohen, Kesten and Newman (1986) ) samples recent theory and applications. Bougerol and Lacroix (1985) give a coherent account of the theory of products of random nonsingular matrices. I now turn to an apparently new application of subadditive ergodic theory to generalized products of random matrices.
Generalized matrix multiplication.
Numerous generalizations of matrix multiplication have been discovered, independently, to be of mathematical and practical interest. Without making any attempt at a history, we will present and interpret several of these generalizations. Recent monographs devoted entirely to generalizations of matrix multiplication include those of Cuninghame-Green (1979), Hammer and Rudeanu (1968) and Kim (1982) .
Let F denote the set of numbers (e.g., 43, R++,(0, 11, etc.) that appear as elements of the set of matrices being considered. Let f and g be functions from F x F into F. For simplicity, assume f to be associative.
Define f a g to be the function from Fdxd' x Fd'xd" into F~~~given, for
In this notation, ordinary matrix multiplication is written A + . x B. The notation f . g is used in the contemporary programming language APL (International Business Machines (1983) ). This generalized matrix multiplication appeared as an element of APL at least as early as 1962 (Iverson (1962, pp. 23-25) ). Boolean special cases of generalized matrix multiplication were studied at least a decade before that (Lunc (1950 (Lunc ( ), (1952 Cetlin (1952) ).
To assure that f g-multiplication is associative, i.e., that (Af. g B ) f g C = A f g(Bf gC) for any matrices over F for which the operations are defined, it suffices to assume that both f and g are associative (not only J; as assumed in defining f . g), f is commutative, and g distributes overJ; i.e., (af b)gc =(agc)f(bgc) for all a, b, c, EF.
For the remainder of this paper, we suppose that f and g are limited to four possible binary functions, +, X, L, and r. Here + is ordinary addition over F, x is ordinary multiplication over F, and L (the notation called "floor" in APL) and r (the notation called "ceiling" in APL) represent, respectively, min and max. L Not all of these f . g-multiplications are associative. We will now try to show why five of these generalized matrix multiplications are of interest by giving concrete interpretations of them (Moisil (1960) ; Cuninghame-Green (1979) Different trucks have different capacities. If (A,), is the maximum weight Ace can ship from site i to site j on day t E T, then the maximum weight Ace can ship from site i via site j to site k starting on day 1 and ending on day 2 is (Al), L Ace's trucks occasionally break down. If (A,), is the probability that the shipment from site i to site j on day t can be completed successfully, and if shipments succeed or fail independently on different days, then the probability of a successful shipment from site i via site j to site k starting on day 1 and ending on day 2 is (AI)(I(A~)Jk. Therefore the maximum probability of success of a shipment from site z to site k via any intermediate site, starting on day 1 and ending on day 2, is (AIr . X A z )~~ the minimum probability of success is ( A I~ X A&. Thus and A, r . X r x A, is the matrix of maximum probabilities of successful shipment over t-stage trips and [(A, r . x . r is the geometric mean maximum X A,),~]~" probability of successful shipment over t-stage trips from site i to site k. x distributes over r on R+but not on R; hence, as the context implies, A, are limited to Rdtxd.
Ace distributes for Best Manufacturing. Best uses d machines. Each machine has a cycle, an operation that lasts for a variable period of time. After machine j begins its (t -1)st cycle, it must wait for some or all of the machines, including itself, to operate (in parallel) before it can begin its tth cycle. Let y(t) be the vector in which the jth element y,(t) is the time when the jth machine begins its tth cycle, j = 1, . . ,d, exists with probability one, is independent of i and j, and has a finite mean Kingman (1973) ) applies and gves the claimed result for i =j = 1. As for the other elements of PSI, it is easy to see that, precisely as for ordinary matrix multiplication, whence, almost surely, lirn inf t-I log (Pot), h lirn inf t-' log (A,),, +[+lirn inf t-I log (A,),;.
Itm rt m ITm
Obviously the first term on the right of the inequality vanishes. We claim the last term vanishes also. To see this, observe that by stationarity (S2), E{t-I log (A,),,] = E(t-' log (A,),,] +0 as t m, t c T. Now for any F >0, 
Z(AI)I~(PI,~+I)O(A~+~)~I, t 2 1
shows that lim sup t-' log (P1,t+l),jS 4' almost surely.
ITm
By stationarity, lim sup t -I log ( Po&, 5 4' almost surely, ITm which together with (*) implies that the almost sure limit does not depend on i,j.
The proof of convergence in mean follows the same lines. Applied to the example of Ace Distributors, Theorem 2 implies that over a large number of days, the geometric mean maximum probability of successful shipment approaches a limiting value (under the assumed conditions), and this limiting value is the same for all pairs i,j of sites.
THEOREM 3. Let {A1Jle= be a stationary sequence of random matricesfrom (Wd,:d.
If-CCI
exists with probability one, is independent of i andj, and has ajinite mean 
>
This proves (S1)-(S3) and the claimed result for i =j = 1 using Theorem B.
For the other matrix elements, use the inequalities and argue as in the proof of Theorem 2. Applied to the example of Best Manufacturing, the assumptions of Theorem 4 require that the operation of each of the d machines be involved in the cycle of each machine, since no element of A,, t E T, may be fixed at -a. Indeed, it is intuitively clear that two sets of noninteracting machines (represented by operating-time matrices A, of block-diagonal form, with elements equal to -w outside of the block-diagonal submatrices) could cycle at different rates. Theorem 4 says that, in a set of d fully interacting machines, the average duration of a cycle will approach a limit and this limit will be the same for all machines. THEOREM 5. Let (A, be a stationary sequence of random matrices from Rdxd. Applied to the example of Ace Distributors, the immediately preceding results mean that the maximum capacity of a t-stage trip is bounded above by the maximum capacity of a one-stage trip. Hence, for nonnegative capacities, the average capacity per stage (which is not an especially meaningful descriptive statistic) approaches zero with probability one, for every pair of sites.
If-w < E((
In summary, the generalized products of stationary random matrices (A, display different asymptotic behavior as t f m, depending on the generalized matrix multiplication f . g and the space Fdxd from which the matrices come. According to Theorems 2 and 3, r . x-products and L x-products PC: over RfTd asymptotically behave exponentially in t. According to Theorems 4 and 5, r . +-products and L . +-products P { : over R d x dasymptotically behave linearly in t. Finally, r . ~-products over R P dare absolutely bounded above and below and therefore vanish almost surely compared to t.
6. Generalized spectral radius of a fixed matrix. In the case of ordinary matrix multiplication, Theorem D implies, as already noted, that for every matrix A E R$Td there is a spectral radius p(A) E R++ such that, for all I 5 i, j 5 d, lim [(A'),j] I/'= P(A).
Tm
Theorems 2-5 imply precisely analogous results in the special cases when the random matrices (A,] are all equal to a single fixed matrix A with probability one. However, unlike the spectral radius for ordinary + . x-multiplication, which can only be calculated exactly in a few special cases of A, the generalized spectral radii pf. ,(A) for those f .g-multiplications covered by Theorems 2-5 can be calculated exactly by simple general formulas.
Define a cycle to be any cyclic permutation of any nonempty subset of {I, 2, . . , dl. For example, if d = 3, then all the cycles are (I), (2), (3) and as t f a the initial and final sums on the right approach zero. The middle sequence may be written as a disjoint sequence of cycles, except possibly for a finite number of elements. Since each cycle has length at most d, the number of such cycles goes to a as t f w. Suppose that, as t f a , the middle sequence contained, infinitely often, a cycle C' E Sdsuch that By bringing together all the elements of the minimal sequence belonging to any repetition of the cycle C', then replacing them by elements belonging to infinitely many repetitions of any cycle C" such that (plus at most a finite number of other elements), we could strictly lower t-I Cmiddle for large enough t. Hence the minimal sequence containing C' infinitely often was not really minimal, contrary to assumption. Therefore, in the limit as t m, the only cycles that can occur infinitely often in the middle sequence of a minimal sequence are those like C" that satisfy (**). This establishes that p,.
The proofs of the other three formulas in Theorem 7 replace either minimization by maximization or addition by multiplication and arithmetic mean by geometric mean, but are otherwise identical. This proof explains the perhaps puzzling result that for very long trips (large t), the average (per stage) cost in a minimal-cost trip for Ace's trucks from any site i to any site j is independent of i and j. The reason i and j have no influence is that the truck goes from i to a minimal-cost cycle and stays on one or another minimal-cost cycle (with at most a finite number of excursions for coffee) until shortly before t, when the truck leaves a minimal-cost cycle and travels to j. For large enough t, the costs of the initial segment from i to some minimal-cost cycle and the final segment from some minimal-cost cycle to j contribute negligibly to the average cost per stage.
Cuninghame-Green (1 979, pp. 200-20 1) showed that, for A E Rdxd, there exists a unique X E R and at least one x E R d x l such that Ar . +x = X + x (addition on the right being elementwise); his X is identical to our pr.+(A) as given by Theorem 7. Shortly after Cuninghame-Green originally published this result, and apparently independently, Vorob'ev (1963) THEOREM E (e.g., Galambos (1978, p. 228) ). As t . T a , n 1' a , and Theorem E gives the formula claimed.
The proof for (L . +)-multiplication uses -Y, -2,.
Theorem 8 tells Best Manufacturing (if the durations of operation of each of d machines may be supposed to be independently and identically normally distributed with mean p and variance a2) that over a long period the average interval between cycles of each machine is p + a(2 log d)'12. Compared to a manufacturing process with no variability (a = 0) but the same average duration p of machine operation, the average intercycle interval is increased by a(2 log d ) 'I2. This penalty rises very slowly with increasing d (for example, increasing d from 20 to 40 increases the penalty from 2 . 4to 2 . 7ãpproximately) but rises in direct proportion to a. Thus, in an effort to improve (i.e., reduce) the average intercycle interval, reducing a by half will be much more beneficial than reducing d by half, and similarly for any other proportional reduction. This conclusion was not obvious prior to analysis.
Similarly, Theorem 8 tells Ace Distributors (if the cost of a trip is i.i.d. N(p, a')) that over a long period the average minimal cost per stage is p -a(2 log d)'12, a savings of a(2 log d)'12 over the average minimal cost per stage in the absence of variability in costs (a = 0). Here the variability a and not the number d of sites is the major factor in Ace's savings. 8. Open problems. How far can we relax the assumptions of Theorems 8 and 9 while retaining the conclusions? Any assumptions about i.i.d. (A,),, will do provided that the distribution oft-' xi=, a,,-,,, converges to the distribution of N(p, a2/t) fast enough to justify the conclusion of the extreme value theorem, Theorem E. It should be possible to weaken the assumption that (A,)ij are i.i.d. The problem is to make the details precise.
For ordinary matrix multiplication, e.g., Theorems C and D, the limit [ is known as the leading Lyapunov exponent. Just as a single d x d matrix has a spectrum of d eigenvalues (possibly repeated), so an ordinary product of stationary random matrices has a spectrum of d Lyapunov exponents (Oseledec (1968) ; the theorem is stated and proved in a more readable way in Cohen, Kesten and Newman (1986) ). Moreover, there is an intimate and surprising connection between the spectrum of Lyapunov exponents of ordinary products of certain i.i.d. matrices (A,] and the eigenvalues of the single random matrix (A FA, ) (Newman (1 986) ). To what extent do these results generalize to the f . g-products considered in Theorems 2-5, or to other f . g-products?
Is there a taxonomy off. g-products that could make the discovery and proof of subadditive ergodic theorems such as Theorems C, D and 2-5 more efficient? It would be natural to begin withf; g € 0 and then extend to other binary operationsf; g.
Finally, from the applied point of view, what generalized matrix products besides those studied here are important in science and management? How can the tools and results developed illuminate additional applied problems?
